
HardTop Rear Seat Install A professional is recomened for 
all TMI Products installs

Chevy Bel Air 55-57 

Tools needed: 
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Step 2:  
Installing the back rest of your rear seat. The backrest attaches with rear 
substrate hooks (pointed out with arrows in Picture 1). You will have to hook 
the seat onto the hooks at an angle then lower thebackrest into position 
using a hinge type of motion.   

Step 3: 
Screwing in the backrest. Once the backrest is in and laying on rear seat 
sub structure you will run the self tapping screws into the rear seat tabs.The 
screws go through two tabs located on the bottom of the backrest this is 
what will hold seat in place. 
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DRILL

***TMI Products Rear quater panels must be installed prior to installation of 
TMI Products complete rear seat***
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Step 1: 
Installing the pieces of vinyl behind the quarter panel and on top of the wheel
well. Set the back of the rear seat into position to insure the vinyl is covering 
the uncovered area. Once the vinyl is in proper place glue it into place and 
proceed to install. 
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ADHESIVE
SPRAY RAZOR BLADE
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Step 4: 
Installing the bottom of your rear seat. For this step you will need 
to note key features on your �oor pan and rear seat bottom. On 
the �oor pan there is a cross brace.  (shaded in Picture 3) running 
from left to right. The seat has notches on both sides to match the 
cross brace so that it will �t over the cross brace.

Step 5: 
Slide the bottom of your rear seat into place. The seat will drop
into place over that cross brace. The cross brace holds the bottom
of the seat into place.
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Step 6:
The rear seat center console will drop into place between the two rear seats.


